This paper desgribes the results qf an experimental study of stratified flow over two-dimensional obstacles in fluid of finite depth, with large Reynolds numbers and obstacle heights of about rt channel depth or less. Both long and short obstacles have been used, and all aspects of the flow field are described in some detail. The olgervations are compared with relevant theoretical results, gotably those ffpm the linearized snlall obstacle height model. For supercritical flows (0 < ,<: ND/ftU < 1) the linear theory gives a quite 4ccurate description ofthe flow right up to very glose to the crifical speed (K : 1), even though the linear model solution diverges as the critieal flow speed is approached. For subcritig4l flows (where observations have been concentrated in the range where only the first lee wave mode is present (1 < 1( < 2)) the various properties ofthe lee wave field are reasonably well described by linear theory, but other aspects ofthe flow aig not well described, partiqularly if thg flow is just subcritical. Regardless of the smallness of the gbstacle height, there is a finite parepeter range (l , * , *", where steady, columnar mode I structure is found upstream ("upstream influence"), in the same sense as described by Bain6b (1977) for larger obstagles, and this motion is not consigfent with the siiiall amplitqde pertufbation theofy. This flow is appareritly a permanent feature, with 1(" tending to unity as the obsthcle height lr approaches zero. Flow fieids over the obstacie show corresponding differences frorn linear theory, and similar behavioqt ogcurs for the higher order modes. These phenomena muot have a non-linear origin, and it is slidwn that they may !e important in 4trnospheric floys'
l. Introdliction T[iE paper describes an gxperimental study of str4tified flow over two-dirnensional obstacles in fluiA of finite depth with large Reynoldg number. We expect visqous effects to be of minor importance so that the flow may be adequately described by inviscid equations, and trhe results to be representatlve of gegphysical flpws, such as air flow over mountain ranges 4nd oceanic flows over submarine ridges, lvhen rotation is not important.
There have bedn many theoretical studies bi inviscid strEltified flow over qbstacles, but relatively few cgrreSponding experimental studies. Generally speaking, the theoretical studies may be classified into three groups: (i) linear models based on smali perturbations of the horizontal flow, (ii) Long's steady-state, finite amplitude model and Yih's (19$0) generalizations, and (iii) numerical studies. Of thgse the first is versatile, the sir4plest and the most dommonly used. Long's model has been discussed in some detail in Baines (1977) and will riot be considered extensively here. Numerical studies play an important role complementing thpt of the analytic studies, and the most significant pecAnt contributions pre those of Klemp artd Lilly (1978) and Clark and Peltier (1977) . However, so far there have been no numerical studies which cbver the cirqurnstances of the experiments b,eing reported here, and we will concentrate on the linear models in this paper.
Linear models based on the agsumption of.small obstacle height were pioneered by Lyra (1943) and Queney (1948) , and gengralized by a nur4per of other workers. Reviews of the subject lrom the meteorological standpoint may be found in Queney et al. (1960) , Nichols (1973) and Gossard and Hooke (19?5) . The most complete mathematical formulation is by Mclntyre (1972) (Long, 1955; Davis, 1969) and quantitative (Baines, 1971) comparisons with the more ambitious Long's model. These studies show that substantial qualitative departure from the linear theory occurs if the obstacle height is large, in fluid of finite depth. Smith (1976) has made a quantitative comparison between linear theory and experiment for a two-layer conflguration. For his particular parameter values (obstacle height -$ depth of lower layer) he found, in both the atmosphere and the laboratory, that the theory predicted -fhe lee wavelength correctiy but underestimated the amplitude by as much as a factor of four. He concluded that non-linear effects must be responsible for this discrepancy.
The aims of the current experiments are to provide a detailed description of stratified flow over two-dimensional obstacles when the obstacle height is (reasonably) small, and to compare the results with the ,predictions of linearized theory. The method and notation of Mclntyre are used lor this purpose.
ln order to set up the theoretical framework for comparison with experiments, we consider a twodimensional incompressible Bousinesq stratified fluid with constant Brunt-Vdisdld frequency N, bounded above and below by two rigid horizontal boundaries separated by a constant depth D. An obstacle of height ft is situated on the lower boundary, and this suddenly commences horizontal motion at speed U at time l: 0. We take x and z to be horizontal and vertical Cartesian coordinates, respectively, with axes fixed relative to the topography. u and w denote the corresponding fluid velocity components, and the perturbation stream function t4is given by u: U+V/,, tr:-Vxt (l.l) where the suffices denote derivatives. We take the topography to have the form z: h"fhxlD\, where 0 < /< 1. From the above quantities we may define three important dimensionless parameters:
teger n ) 0, the first n stationary lee wave modes may exist (the notation employed here diflers from Mclntyre' s in that here D denotes the total depth, whereas in his it denotes depthln; the definition of K is the same). If K < 1 no linear waves may propagate upstream, so that the flow is supercritical; if K > I it is possible that the first wave mode (at least) may propagate upstream as a shear lront or columnar disturbance mode (McEwan and Baines, 1974; We| Kao and Pao, 1975; Baines, 1971) , so that the flow is subcritical in thehydraulic sense. R has the character of an inverse Froude number. (Davis, 1969; Baines, 1977) ,the solution (in the limit I -co) lor rg and a diverges like (K2 -n2)-t/2 as K* any integer iz (*0). Throughout this paper the same symbols x, z, t, t!/, and u, etc. are used'to denote both the dimensional and dimensionless variables; apart from the Appendix the dimensional form is implied unless it is specifically stated otherwise. It is interesting to evaluate representative values of K, R and e for the atmosphere and ocean and to compare these with the experimental values. ln this study the latter are in the range 0 < K < 3, 0 < e < 0.7). For the atmosphere we take D : l0 km (tropopause height), N: 10-2 s-r, and we then have K -1 for U :30 m/s and K -3 for U: 10 m/s. Values ofR and e lor representative values offt are given in Table l . It is seen that the experimental values are in the same. range as those for typical The plan of the paper is as follows. In section 2 detaiis of experimental apparatus, methods and conditions are discussed. In sections 3 and 4 a detailed quantitative comparison between the observed flow fields and the linear theory is presented, for a wide range ofthe parameters R and K, dnd in section 5 the conclusions are summarized and their implications discussed. Broadly speaking, the observed supercritical flows (K < l) are weildescribed by the linear theory in the parameter range investigated (R < 0.8). For the subcritical flows with I <.1( < 2, tG observed properties of the lee waves are generally consistent with the linear theory but, in many cases, flows over and upstream ofthe obstacle show significant dilferences from it, and this indicates that non-linear effects can be significant, even for small values (-0. 1) of R.
Experimental apparatus and procedure
The experiments were carried out in the same tank as used in the experiments described in Baines (19'11) , except that it had been lengthened by inserting two glass-sided sections in the middle, giving a total iength of 9.1'7 m and a width of 0.23 m. The tank was filled with a sait-stratified solution with a constant density gradient, using the customary twotank method, to depths which varied from 0.18 m to 0.36 m. Fluid motion was generated by towing an obstacle at constant speed starting from rest along the bottom of the tank. The direction of towing was from right to left, as seen by the observers, and the starting position was situated approximately I m lrom the right-hand end of the tank. The fluid motion was visualized by means o{ neutrally buoyant expanded polystyrene beads, with a range of densities covering that of the fluid in the tank (typically 1.0-1.03 glcm3).
For each run. the flow was recorded by four cameras situated as shown in Fig. l . Three stationary cameras, denoted by Cl to C3, were arranged along the tank and the fourth camera (de.roted by Ca) was located on a trolley which travelled aiong the tank with the obstacle and was situated slightly behind it. The flow was illuminated from below through the transparent bottom by fluorescent lights which were collimated so as to illuminate the centrai region (spanwise) of the tank. The flow field immediately over the obstacle was illuminated by a fluorescent light suspended overhead which travelled along the tank with the obstacle and was supported from the trolley. The three stationary cameras gave a check on the constancy of the towing speed, showed the development of the flow as the obstacle travelled down the tank, and provided a clear picture of the flow around the obstacle. The fourth (moving) camera observed the development of the flow in the lee of the obstacle and permitted the measurement of the amplitude, phase and wavelength of the waves. With this arrangement the view of the flow fleld immediately behind the obstacle lrom cameras Cl, C2 and C3 was partially obscured by camera C4 and the trolley framework as they passed, but this was not sulficient to seriously impair the flow visualization. Four obstacles were used in the experiments, and these are listed and described in Table 2 . Two of these obstacles (Ml and M2) are long, in the sense that they are somewhat longer than the depth of the fluid, and two (M3 and M4) are short. Several runs (a minimum of l0) were made with each obstacle, covering a range offlow conditions.
Table2
Obstacle The procedure for each run was as follows. After the obstacle commenced motion, cameras Cl, C2 and C3 all took time exposures at regular intervals, mostly of 2 or 3 s duration every 5 s, whilst C4 took ]-s exposures at various positions along the tank. Synchronized clocks with "second" hands clearly visible were included in the fields of view of all cameras. The resulting set of "streak" photographs gave an almost complete description of the two-dimensional flow field, and all the results of this study were obtained from the examination of these photographs. Quantitative measurements of fluid velocity were obtained by measurements of streak lengths (or more precisely, length minus width).
Several runs were made with each tank filling. This was felt to be justified because the flow conditions were such that no instability and consequent mixing occurred in the internal wave fleld, although in some cases, particularly for the semicircular obstacles. there was a certairi amount of separation and turbulence in the lee of the obstacle (described in more detail in sections 3 and 4). This resulted in some mixing and weakening of the density gradient up to a height which was approximately equal to that of the obstacle, and this effect accumulated as more runs were made. However, in all cases studied, this low-level mixing produced no observable change in the motions in the stratifiec fluid above. After the completion of each run, the fluid was allowed to rest until all fluid motion had decayed, before a new run was commenced. This required a minimum time of approximately 30 min between runs.
Towing speeds ranged between 4 and 12 cmls, so that Reynolds numbers based on the height of the obstacle were in the range 400 < Re < 3700, where Re : Uh/v. These towing speeds were too fast for the development of upstream boundary layers of the kind described by Martin and Long (1968) . Hence boundary layer thicknesses on the top, bottom (upstream of the obstacle) and side walls may be characterizedby (vt)t/2, where , is the time elapsed since motion commenced at the point in question, and y is the kinematic viscosity. Total towing times were mostly less than 150 s; most quantitative measurements were made with photographs lrom Cl and C2 where, < 100 s, so that (vt)"'* I cm. This distance is small compared'ivith the depth and width of the tank, so that these boundary layers had a negligible effect on the main features of the interior flow. One aspect of the lower boundary should be noted here: the wire towing the obstacle ran along the centre of the bottom of the tank, and the drag of this wire generated velocities of considerable magnitude (but <U) in the adjacent fluid (within -l cm). Hence fluid measurements in this region were avoided.
The boundary layer on the obstacle itself is more significant. The structure of the flow outside the boundary layer varies considerably with the parameter K and also with position along the obstacle. However, the general features of this boundary layer will be similar to those of the corresponding boundary layer on a flat plate (for the long obstacles at least), and we will use this as a model. For the flat plate, the displacement thickness 6 of the boundary layer is given by 6 : L.'72(vxlU)r/2, where x is the distance from the leading edge. For the short obstacles M3 and M4 this gives a contribution to the effective obstacle height of order I mm, which we will neglect in the following sections, but for the long obstacles the thickness is larger. For an extreme case of U : 4 cmls at the mid-point of the obstacle we have x:21 .5 cm, d: 0.45 cm, and at the end where x : 55 cm, 6:0,64 cm. This represents a significant contribution to the effective obstacle heights, particularly for the smaller obstacle M2. ln view of the variability of the boundary layer properties and the other uncertainties in making observations of the fluid velocity from streaks, etc., I decided to base the correction to the effective obstacle height on the boundary layer thickness in the middle of the obstacle for both Ml and M2. We therefore have an effective obstacle height h"defined by
where a is the obstacle half-width. The viscous term increases the effective height by 3 or 4 mm. For theoretical calculations ol lee waves, etc. the length and shape of the obstacles will be assumed to be unchanged, i.e. they will be taken as given in Table2.
As far as could be judged from the photographs, the flow field was everywhere two-dimensional in all cases reported here, expecting in the low-level regions of separation and turbulence in the lee of the obstacle, where these occurred. camera C l), and this motion was followed, at a distance which increased with time, by a tadpolelike wave motion whose leading part considered of an "eddy" of comparable magnitude but reversed sign to the flow over the obstacle. Flows with these properties are represented by points to the left of the dashed line in Fig, 2 (K < l). In the second group the flow over the obstacle was not quite symmetrical and was immediately followed by the "eddy" with reversed circulation, so that the two were not separated. Flows of this kind are represented by points to the right ofthe dashed line (K ( 1) in Fig. 2 , and an example is given in Fig. 3 .
According to the time-dependent linearized flow theory, as K approaches unity (or any other integer), the time taken for the flow to reach a steady-state near the obstacle increases without limit. Also, as discussed in the introduction, the theoretical expressions for r4 and u obtained from both Long's model and the linearized theory increase without limit like (l -1121-ttz, and consequently one expects these models to be inapplicable if I I -,< | is sulficiently small. Solutions obtained from Long's finite amplitude model show that, if the flow far upstream is undisturbed by the presence of the obstacle (i.e. pu2(z) effectively constant), the steady-state flow pattern over a symmetrical obstacle must be symmetrical and have the character of the observed flows in group l. lt follows that il Long's model is to be inapplicable for some values of K < l, the flow over the obstacle must generate a non-linear motion which propagates to upstream infinity at a supercritical speed, in a similar manner, perhaps, as that for one and two-layer flows (Houghton and Kasahara, 1968; Houghton and Isaacson, 1970; Long, 1970 Long, , 1914 . lt follows that the flows observed in group 2 could not yet have reached steady state, and there are two possibilities: either (i) the motion on the lee side eventually detaches and becomes transient, so that the flows evolve to the same state as those in group 1, or (ii) the motion over the obstacle generates a non-linear motion which propagates to upstream infinity at a supercritical speed. For all runs in group 2 the flow fields seen by cameras Cl and C2 were carefully compared for any evidence of a build-up offluid on the upstream side as the genesis of an upstream wave, but no change of flow field on the upstream side between Cl and C2 was detected. The observed flow fields were then compared with those obtained from time-dependent linear theory (see Appendix), and it was found that the observed position of the downstream eddy was quite compatible with linear theory in every case for flows in both groups I and 2. The theoretical distance between the obstacle and eddy increases at the dimensionless rate of I -K. This strongly suggests that, for the flows studied, the leeside motion is detaching and becoming transient and that the boundary rn Fig. 2 between groups I and 2 moves steadily to the right as the length of the run increases. ln other words, all flows in group 2 evolve to the same state as those in group 1, and the process is adequately described by iinear theory. Convincing evidence that this is so is presented in Fig. 4 Hence, for all runs studied, which cover K values up to 0.96, the flow appears to be adequately described by linear theory, and ipso facto by Long's model for the steady state, although quantitative comparisons with the latter have not been made here. The question then arises, how close must K be to unity for the flow field to depart significantly from linear theory and Long's model? A partial answer to this question is suggested by the work of Su (1976) who obtains criteria for the existence of hydraulic jumps in a continuous stratification of finite depth. If hydraulic jumps are possible lor a given supercritical state they will provide a means of propagating disturbances upstream at supercritical speed, which is necessary lor the amelioration of the consequences lrom Long's model as K -l-. Su's work is based on Tellus 3l (1979),4 2.9994 <K < 3.0 1.999998 <K < 2.0 2.99994 <K < 3.0 momentum and energy considerations which have been used with success in layered flows and gas dynamics. He takes the density profile to be p : poe-p" and assumes that the flow is hydrostatic and that the jump is moving into undisturbed stationary fluid. The appropriate dimensionless parameters are K and |D-a measure of the total density variation. Su gives numerical results for two values of BD and finds that, under these conditions, internal hydraulic jumps are only possible for the ranges ofK given in Table 3 .
For the experiments described in this paper BD -0.03, so that the permissible ranges of K would be even narrower (if they exist at all). Hence there would be no possibility of observing such hydraulic jumps in experiments of this nature, even with tanks much longer than that used in these experiments, although a continuous flow apparatus with very accurate speed control may be successful,
Subcritical flow-/( ) I
Conditions for the various subcritical runs are shown in Fig. 2 for K > 1. The observations have been concentrated in the region I < K < 2, in order to obtain a complete description ofthe properties of the first mode, but some observations with rK > 2 were also made.
Observed flow patterns in the vicinity of the obstacle as seen from the stationary camera Cll are shown in Fig. 5 , for three sequences ofruns. These are for three different obstacle shapes and a range of values of K, the latter being varied in each sequence by changing the towing speed U. Each sequence of flow patterns shows the same general character. As 1( increases through unity, the "eddy" which is situated over the obstacle ior K < I begins to elongate and extend on the upstream side, where it has a sinusoidal mode 1 structure in the vertical. The front of this motion propagates upstream at a speed which is difflcult to measure accurately but is generally slightly less (-107o) than the linear long wave speed IND/tr) for the first Tellus 31 (1979),4 mode. No systematic variation in this speed with R or K cOuld be detected. This "eddy" is terminated on its near side by a narrow region of descending motion which moves from the rear of the obstacle toward its ftont as K increases above unity. For all run sequences in these experiments, a value of K (12) is eventually reached at which this upstream "eddy" separates from the obstacle and propagates ahead of it leaving an intervening space with no detectable motion. After this has occurred the flow pattern over the obstacle has a dominant mode 2 structure. Downstream of the obstacle lee waves of the lamiliar type are observed, and these are discussed in more detail below.
The horizontal velocity in the upstream motion may be written unz -: u,(x, r) sin -, UD (4.1) and as the "eddy" passes, the amplitude u typically rises to a maximum and then decreases to a steady value before the obstacle is reached or, if the motion has detached, it falls to zero. Values of these maxima and steady state amplitudes of u/U are given in Fig. 6a for long obstacles and Fig. 6b for short obstacles. For K near unity, no values were recorded if ulU was still increasing at the front of the obstacle. The open circles and squares denote points where the upstream "eddy" has become detached from the obstacle, so that the steady state value is (apparently) zero. Lines of constant amplitude suggested by the point values are sketched on the figures, and these are included to show the general pattern of the results. ln Fig. 6a an open point exists at K : 1.54, R : 0.43, indicating a detached upstream "eddy". However, there are indications that the upstream motion is being re-established immediately ahead of the obstacle ( Fig. 5a frame 5), so that this point is not regarded as being inconsistent with the general pattern. Provided K is not too close to unity (i.e. K lies outside the range I < K S 2) or 2,3, etc. the flow pattern over the obstacle is essentially un- changed from C2 to C l, indicating that an approximately steady state has been obtained in this region. We next compare this observed motion upstream and over the obstacle with the predictions of the linear model, again using the equations given in the Appendix. For this purpose we will co.ncentrate on one particular sequence of runs, namely that shown in Fig. 5b . This has been chosen because it gives a good coverage ofthe range I < K ( 2, and has the largest dimensionless time value at Cl (ttUt/D -90 when the obstacle arrives) of all the sequences, Fig. 7 shows a comparison between the linear theory and the observed flow for the upstream motions, where the quantity plotted is the magnitude ofthe horizontal velocity near the upper boundary, suitably scaled, as a function of x lor T: nUtlD :83.0. Since carnera I has a limited field of view, for the larger values of 1( the observational curve must be constructed from a sequence of pictures taken at different times with T < 83. The curve at T :83 was then obtained by placing the leading part or nose of the motion at a position consistent with its observed speed of propagation, and "stretching" the curve by a factor proportional to its distance from the obstacle so as to fill up the complete range between the nose and the obTellus 31 (19'19),4 stacle. The curves obtained lrom the linear theory consist of an initial hump or maximum-which corresponds to the transient term described above for K ( l, only it now appears upstieam, and this is followed by a decaying oscillating tail which is adeQuately described by a stationary phase approximation to the I fransient part of the (Cauchy principal value) idtegral A13. At a fixed distance upstream of the obstacle this oscillating motion is O(l/t/2) for large /. The contrast between the observed motion and predictions of linear theory is quite striking, for all values of K.
As airother quantitafive comparison for these six runs, we examine the horizontal (at r : 0) and vertical (at mid-depth, z : Dl2) velocity profiles over the obstacle. These are shown in Fig. 8 for rUtlD :90.0. For 1(: 1.08, L.2l the dilference between linear theory and observation is very marked, for both the u and w profiles. However, as K increases the difference between the two sets of profiles progressively decreases, for both u and w, Together these sets of comparisons (Figs. 7 and 8) show that, for e : nhe/D :0:25 (the small parameter in Mclntyre's expansion), the observed flow upstream and over the obstacle departs significantly from that predicted by linear theory, and this difference is generally larger the closer K is to Tellus 3l (1979),4 unity. As K increases above unity, a point is reached where, although the transient behaviour still differs, the steady state (or larger time limit) behaviour is similar. Although quantitative comparisons have not been made, a similar contrast is apparent for each of the other sequences of runs, for both the long and the short obstacles, with values of e down to 0.094. The same pattern of behaviour is also seen lor mode 2 when K > 2, although mode 2 has not been observed to detach upstream. Two visual examples in the form of composite photographs taken by C1 are shown in Fig.We next discuss the lee waves and downstream properties. The linearized theory predicts a lee wave train of dimensionless length (l -IlKz)t. For K close to unity this distance is very short, but for K ) 1.2 lee waves were observed and measureable, and the length of the wave train was seen to be generally consistent with linearized theory. A comparison between observed and theoretical lee wavelengths for all series of runs is shown in Fig.  10 , There is some scatter, but the agreement is generally good, and no significant departure from linear theory can be detected. We next consider Iee wave amplitudes and phases. These are a function ofobstacle shape, and they cannot ail be plotted on a single diagram. It is necessary to compare theory and observation for each series of runs separately, and this is done in Fig. 1l for the long obstacles and in Fig. 12 for the short obstacles. For each wave mode the amplitude (o and phase / are defined by (: -(, sin (ftx -fi sin nnz/D, (4.2) where ( denotes vertical displacement from the equilibrium position and (o > 0, so that a wave has zero phase if its point of maximum downward velocity (at mid-depth for mode l, Dl4 above bottom for mode 2) is situated over the mid-point of the obstacle. In fact the phase was actually measured at points downstream of the obstacle, where the wave was more clearly defined. For the long obstacles the amplitudes generally agree quite well with the predictions of linear theory, but the phases are somewhat scattered, particularly when K is larger than the first zero of the amplitude function. The jump of z in phase in the theoretical curves is caused by the amplitude changing sign-for the obstacle Ml, for example, it has Bessel lunction behaviour. There is a tendency for
Tellus 31 (1979) ,4 the phases to be more in agreement with the linear theory as /r/D decreases. Results for the short semi-circular obstacles, shown in Fig. 12 , contrast with those for the long obstacles, in that the phases are now in satisfactory agreement but the observed amplitudes significantly exceed the theoretical ones. This discrepancy may be attributed to the separation that occurs on the lee side of the obstacle, which increases its effective length. The subject of separation behind obstacles in stratified fluids is complex and little-studied. In the present experiments, the separation region for M3 could be clearly seen (Fig. 13a) , and the observed length of the separation region decreased with increasing K (decreasing t/) from -23 cm for K : 0.16 (U: 11.5 cmls) to -10 cm for K -1.92 (U:4.55 cm/s). These correspond to Reynolds numbers in the range 14l0 < Re ( 3560. For the smaller obstacle M4 a corresponding separation region appeared to be present but the flow visualization was inadequate lor quantitative measurement. A comparison of the observed lee wave amplitudes with theoretical ones obtained using an obstacle shape which approximated that of the obstacle plus the finite separation region gave generally better agreement, as indicated by the dashed curve in Fig. l2a (where a constant obstacle length has been used), and this was accompanied by only a small change in phase.
It is well known (Trustrum, 1964; Wong and Kao, 1970 ) that an obstacle which exhibits "sourcelike" behaviour in a stratified fluid generates upstream motions which are essentially the same as those described here, according to linear theory. Wei et al. (1975) observed this type of upstream motion, which they termed "columnar disturbance modes", using very bluff obstacles (vertical barriers and circular obstacles). They attributed this upstream motion to the presence of a growing turbulent separation region downstream which, they suggested, caused the obstacle to havO source-like behaviour for the purposes of the internal wave motion. This possibility was examined for the present series of experiments, and two representative photographs of the flow on the lee side of the obstacles, taken by camera 4 when near the field of camera l, are shown in Fig. 13 . As described above, behind the semi-circular obstacle (Fig. 13a) there is a finite separation region, and after the flow is established this remains constant in length. The region following this separation region, u h7o whilst not perhaps being perfectly laminar, is indistinguishable from the wavy fluid above, and there is no suggestion of a thin layer of fluid (turbulent or otherwise) following the obstacle. For the long obstacles, flow separation on the lee side was negligible for most cases, and a typical example is shown in Fig. l3b . It is clear from these and other photos that, for both the long and short obstacles, there is no growing separation region attached to the lee side of the obstacle which acts to increase its effective length, and hence cause the upstream motions described above.
Conclusions and Discussion
The main conclusions of this paper may be summarized as follows.
(i) For supercritical flows (0 < K ( 1) with e : nh"/Dless than about 0.75, the time-dependent flow field observed is well described by linear theory within the time limit of the experiments (nUtlD )90). The steady-state flow pattern consists of localized flow over the obstacle with clockwise vorticity (with flow relative to the obstacle lrom left to right), with transients containing opposite vorticity advected downstream. As K approaches unity the lee-side transient motion takes more time to detach from the motion over the obstacle, and the theoretical steady-state velocities increase like (l -yz1-trz, but no significant departure from linear theory could be detected, even with K values as large as 0.96.
(ii) For subcritical flows with I < K < 2 and 0.1 < e < 0.5, the general properties ofthe observed lee wave field (mode 1 only)-namely its structure, Tellus 31 (1979),4
wavelength, amplitude and phase-are in agreement with the theory to a reasonable degree of accuracy. For the long obstacles, the amplitudes are in good agreement whereas the phases show some scatter and a tendency to be slightly positive relative to the theoretical values (i.e. the wave is slightly displaced in the downstream direction). For the shorter semi-circular obstacles, the situation is complicated by the presence of a lee-side separation region with a length which is several times that of the obstacle. Here the observed lee wave amplitudes are much larger than those obtained fiom linear theory based on the obstacle shape, and it appears that it is more appropriate to take "obstacle plus separation region" as the theoretical obstacle in these circumstances, although this has not been checked in detail.
(iii) Whereas the lee wave field for subcritical flows is in reasonable agreement with the linear theory, the observed flow upstream and over the obstacle shows some substantial differenees. Linear theory predicts wavy transient motion with mode I structure on the upstream side, propagating ahead of the obstacle and decayinglike l/tr/z for fixed x and large ,. The observed flow upstream has mode 1 structure with the (perturbation) flow away from the obstacle for z <D/2; its amplitude rises to an initial maximum and then falls to a constant value which persists until the obstacle is reached, if K is less than some value K"(R) (indicated in Fig. 6 ) which depends on R and, to a lesser extent, on the obstacle shape, If K is greater than this value f"(R) the upstream motion detaches from the obstacle and propagates ahead of it, leaving an intervening space with no detectable motion. Whether it detaches or not, this upstream motion never changes sign and is quite different lrom the wavy transients of linear theory. Its amplitude decreases with increasing K. Over the obstacle, the flow shows a corresponding large departure lrom linear theory when K is near (but greater than) unity, birt theory and experiment generally become progressively more similar as K increases above unity. Similar behaviour is observed with the higher modes for larger K.
For 1 < K < K"(R) the question arises as to whether the upstream motion remains attached to the obstacle for all time and extends to upstream infinity, or whether it ultimately detaches and becomes transient, like the cases where K > K"(R). Although the answer may be a mixture of both.of these possibilities, it is felt that the upstream motion probably persists for most of the range I < K < .K"(R) for the following reasons. Firstly, for all relevant experimental runs there is no significant difference between the flow fields near the obstacle seen by cameras Cl and C2 (whereas there is between cameras C2 and C3), indicating that the local flow is an approximately steady state. Secondly, this type of motion is consistent with the motion observed with larger values of I and rK by the author (Baines 1977) , when such motion is obviously not transient, and it therefore provides a natural continuation into this parameter range. Thirdly, the singular behaviour of the linear theory at K : I implies the presence of non-linear effects for K sufficiently close to 1, regardless of how small ft is (for inviscid fluids). This suggests that K" -| asrR -0. One important constraint of stratified flows of Tellus 3l (1979),4 this kind is that the total area (or volume) below each line of constant density must remain constant, If a line of constant density is elevated above its mean position upstream, it must be depressed downstream. This . implies that, if the upstream motion just described is to extend from the obstacle to upstream infinity, there must be a corresponding (but not necessarily sinusoidal) downstream motion extending to minus infinity to compensate. In the present experiments this compensating motion is visible over and immediately behind the obstacle for the long obstacles, but is scarcely visible for the short obstacles where the upstrbam motion is smaller. In other words, the downstream motion appears to be larger and extehds more slowly than the upstream motion. With regard to the steady-state (r -co) flow, on the basis of the present experiments it appears that for R S0.?, e < 0.7 and K < 2 the ideal inviscid flow would be well-described by Long's model forK in the range 0 < K < 1 -dr,1("(R) < K < 2 -62, where d, and 62 arc unknown but probably very small numbers as discussed in Section 3. The best observational approximations to the function K"(R) are given by the curves in Fig. 6 . For d, < K < Kc@) the flow is influenced by non-linear effects which cause disturbances to be sent uostream and downstream, altering the flow conditions at infinity in the limit I -co. For d, ( K < I the leading part of this upstream motion must also be non-linear,.as it must propagate at a supercritical speed. It should be noted that all of these conclusions apply to flows where the obstacle speed is increased suddenly from rest to a constant value. It is quite possible that there may be hysteresis effects in In particular, the flow might approach the Long's model solution as t + co for I < K < Kc if the approach to steady state is appropriately chosen.
What is the nature of the breakdown of linear theory? In Mcldtyre's (1972) analysis, based on a perturbation expansion in powers of e, the secondorder terms are numerically much smaller than the first-order ones for the present experiments, Baines and Grimshaw (1979\ have considered a different expansion with N/U as the small parameter and finite h, for the case ofinfinite depth. The results of that study are quite consistent with the small ft expansion and Long's model, in that no permanent upstream effects are obtained. It therefore appears that the departures from linear theory observed in these experiments where R S 0.7 are directly attributable to the finite depth of the flow, and are related to the singularities of the linear solution at K : integer r. An examination of the linear solution for rK exactly equal to n shows that the horizontal velocity with mode n structure grows without limit like /v3 for all x, for large r. This implies that nonlinear effects must become important when e(lrut/D)r/3 -1, and a nonJinear model along these lines is currently being developed.
The flows described herein are for the special situation of constant stratification and finite depth, and the question arises, what relevance do they have for realistic flows in, for example, the atmosphere? Finite depth modes are analogous to trapped modes in the vertical in an unbounded and more general stratification. Hence the results presented here should be representative of the behaviour of vertically trapped modes in the atmosphere, particularly near their critical (maximum) speeds. These results also suggest the nature of the evolution of the flow with continuously changing stratification to that other limiting case of vertically trapped motion, a single interface. If the obstacle is symmetric, as in these experiments, ft(k) is even and for K < 1 the solution may be expressed in the form dk.
(A.13) l-cn
In eq. (A.12), o'sin" is replaced by "sinh" when k ) K. These integrals may be readily evaluated (A'r U numerically on the real axis for arry x, z and r. The term r/t gives the steady state flow in the limit t ' co in the vicinity of the obstacle. The other terms represent dispersing transients, the 14; terms being the most important as they are larger and represent motion propagating against the stream.
For K ) I the integrands of r4, and (some of) t4; have poles on the real axis, and the contour must be taken around them, on either side but the same for (A.12) each integral, The sum of the pairs of semi-residues is zero, so that one is left with the Cauchy principal values of these integrals, and these may also be evaluated numerically without difficulty. Both t4, and ytn(n 1 K) contribute to the steady state flow.
